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Abstract

Orbital elements of this single-lined, hydrogen-poor spectrograph^ binary were

published in abstract form by Heard and Boshko (1955). Since then additional

observations have been obtained, and a more rigorous solution of the orbit ha?

been made by the present writer. Velocity observations from other observatories

are discussed as possible evidence of variations of the orbital elements. Photometric

observations are presented which indicate that the system is not eclipsing, although

a high orbital inclination might have been expected from the very large mass function.

Indirect evidence that the svstem is verv massive is adduced from the elements.

Introduction

The star H.D. 30353, a(1900) 4h 41
m
8, 5(1900) + 43°06', mvg 8.3,

sp. Ape, has been studied by Bidelman (1950) who discussed its very

peculiar spectrum and who discovered its binary character.

On the basis of the lines of ionized metals the star's spectrum

resembles that of an A5 supergiant, but it shows extremely weak
hydrogen lines and, at the same time, strong helium lines and numerous

lines which do not appear in normal stellar spectra. Bidelman con-

cluded that the star is truly deficient in hydrogen, and attributed the

richness of the spectrum to the low opacity resulting from the hydrogen

deficiency. He compared the star to several others which exhibit

similar spectral peculiarities.

Bidelman's 18 published radial-velocity measures from spectrograms

extending from October 1946 to April 1949 suggested a period of about

one year. The range of velocities, namely about 100 km. /sec, com-

bined with the one-year period indicated a large mass function—at

least 3 solar masses.

From an extensive analysis of the very rich spectrum Bidelman was
able to select only eight lines which he believed were sufficiently free

of blending to be trustworthy for velocity measures at moderate dis-

persions. These were XX 3951.97 (V n), 4028.33 (Ti n), 4067.05 Xi n,

4101.74 (Hi), 4122.64 (Fe n), 4233.20 (Fe n + Cr n), 4246.83 (Sc Ii)

and 4481.23 (Mg n). He found no evidence of lines which could be

attributed to the companion star.
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Observations and Orbital Elements

The star was placed on the observing programme here in 1951 in

the hope that the determination of definitive orbital elements would

shed more light on the nature of the system and the component stars.

Between 1951 and 1956 61 one-prism spectrograms of measurable

quality were obtained—17 with a dispersion of 33 A./mm. at H7, the

rest with a dispersion of 66 A./mm. The measurements for velocity

were made with the use only of the lines chosen by Bidelman as listed

above. On most of the plates either seven or all eight of the lines were

measured, and the internal probable error of the mean velocity from

a spectrogram was about 3 km./sec. on the average. In weighting the

velocities for the least-squares solution for the orbital elements, weight

4 was assigned to the 33 A./mm. observations compared with weight

1 for the {^0 A. mm. observations.

It is these 61 Dunlap observations of 1951-56 which form the basis

of the orbital solution reported here. The period turned out to be so

close to a year that there was an interval of about eighty days in the

velocity curve without observations. However, in 1962 two new

observations were made which fall in the middle of this gap. These

observations were not incorporated in the solution, but are shown in

the velocity curve of figure 1 along with the earlier Dunlap observa-

tions.

--40
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A preliminary orbit was derived by the use of R. K. Young's pre-

computed curves, and then a least-squares solution was carried out

by the digital computer method reported by Heard and MacRae
(1956). The period was included in the solution, and there was no

grouping of the observations. Table I gives the preliminary and final

elements so derived, and Table II gives the Dunlap observations from

which the solution was made plus the two 1962 observations not used

in the solution.

TABLE I

Orbital Elements for H.D. 30353

Element
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FABLE II {continued)
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Velocity Observations from other Observatories

Bidelman's 18 published velocity observations of 1946-49 cannot

be reconciled with the Dunlap observations as well as might be

expected. The question is: can the discordances be construed as evi-

dence of changes in the orbit;

?

The velocities published by Bidehnan (1950) were obtained from

McDonald spectrograms of the years 1946 to 1949; they include one

prism spectrogram (//2) with dispersion 76 A./mm., three prism

spectrograms (CG) with dispersion 27 A. mm. and 14 prism spectro-

grams (CQ) with dispersion 55 A./mm. (all dispersions at H7). The
manner in which they disagree with the Dunlap velocity curve is seen

in figure 2 where they are plotted, along with eleven unpublished

velocities, kindly supplied by Bidelman, derived from McDonald CQ
spectrograms taken in 1949 and 1950 in the season immediately

following his published series. It will be observed that Bidelman's

1946-50 velocities, regardless of dispersion, have this pattern relative

to the Dunlap velocity curve: they are systematically more negative

by about 20 km. /sec. over the greater part of the velocity curve, but

agree with the Dunlap curve (in fact tend to be a little above it) in

the middle of the steep rising branch.

It is apparent that no adjustment of the period will reconcile the

two sets of observations; neither will a steady change of any of the

orbital elements. Rather, it would appear that either there was a

seasonal effect in the McDonald or the Dunlap velocity system (the

period being so close to one year), or there was an abrupt change in

the apparent orbital elements between the end of Bidelman's series

in February 1950 and our series beginning in October 1951.

A single Mount Wilson Coude spectrogram of December 22, 1950,

taken by Greenstein and measured by Bidelman, falls close to the

Dunlap velocity curve. So also do three velocities from McDonald
Coude spectrograms (dispersion 35 A. mm.) of December 1955, kindly

taken and measured by A. Blaauw at the writer's request.

All 15 of the unpublished velocities are listed in Table III with the

kind permission of the investigators involved. Along with the earlier

18 velocities published by Bidelman they are also shown plotted with

reference to the Dunlap velocity curve in figure 2.

In correspondence with the writer, Bidelman has pointed out that,

while he would expect his Oct. 31, 1946 velocity (from an// 2 spectro-

gram with dispersion 76 A. 'mm.) to be poor, a re-examination of his

measures of the CG and CQ series and a survey of the velocities of
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TABLE III

Unpublished Velocities of H.D. 30353

Observatory
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standard velocity stars taken during the long "run" of McDonald
CQ spectrograms of 19-48-49 have convinced him that there are no

large systematic or seasonal errors in his velocities. On the other

hand, the present writer has a similar conviction regarding the Dunlap
velocities, and draws attention again to the agreement of the 1955

McDonald Coude velocities and the 1950 Mount Wilson Coude
velocity with the Dunlap velocities. Furthermore, each of us, using

the same lines, fails to find systematic velocity differences which could

be attributed to effects of blending with different dispersions, and,

indeed, our dispersions are not dissimilar (McDonald 27 and 55

A./mm., Dunlap 33 and 66 A./mm.).

If, as it would thus appear, we may rule out what might have seemed

to be systematic errors of either or both of the McDonald and Dunlap

velocity systems, we are left with the conclusion that there occurred

between early 1950 and late 1951, if not a change in the elements,

at least some effect which mimicked such a change.

Photometric Observations

The large mass function of 4.4 O for H.D. 30353 brought up the

interesting possibility of this binary being an eclipsing system. In

Moore's (1948) Fifth Catalogue of Spectroscopic Binaries there are

seven binaries with listed mass functions greater than 30; all seven

are eclipsing systems. Since there is no evidence whatever of a second-

ary component of H.D. 30353 in the spectrum, one might expect the

eclipse of the primary star, if it occurs, to be deeper than that of the

secondary. From the orbital elements the times of superior conjunction

of the primary were calculated to be about August 4, 1955 and July 29,

1956, with mean error of about 5 days. Because of the long period

the eclipse, if any, might be expected to last for some days. With

the possibility of detecting an eclipse, G. A. Bakos, then at this

Observatory, undertook to make photoelectric observations of H.D.

30353, using the 19-inch reflecting telescope. The observations at the

time of superior conjunction of the primary were made difficult by

reason of the large easterly hour angle of the star at dawn; it will be

noticed that this difficulty has been aggravated from year to year. It

will not be convenient to observe the star again at superior conjunction

for some years to come. An inferior conjunction, corresponding to

possible eclipse of the secondary, would have occurred about Jan. 31,

1956.

From the observations which Bakos was able to obtain in 1955 and

1956 there is no evidence of an eclipse. His observations near superior
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conjunctions were on 1955 Aug. 8, 16, and 24, and on 1956 July 28,

29, 31, Aug. 8, 14, 22, and 25; and near inferior conjunction he had

observations on 1956 Jan. 17 and Feb. 10. Xo minima were detected

at these times. Also it should be remarked that a study of our spectro-

grams revealed no evidence of an atmospheric eclipse near the times

of conjunctions of the primary.

Although Bakos' observations revealed no eclipses, they did indicate

variability of the light. Altogether, between Aug. 8, 1955 and Nov. 8,

1956, he obtained photoelectric observations, mostly in two colours,

on 57 nights. Variations amounting to about 0.1 magnitude were

detected. There is an indication that the variations may consist of

short-lived increases in brightness about every 30 days.

The Masses of the Components

Bidelman (1950) has remarked on one consequence of the large

mass function of H.D. 30353, namely that it indicates a fairly massive

secondary. Table IV indicates a few possible combinations of the

masses of primary and secondary which are consistent with our mass

function of 4.4© for inclinations of 90° and of 45°.

TABLE IV

Possible Mass Combinations and Deviations from the Mass-

Luminosity Law

For i = 90° For i = 45°

Mass of Mass of Mass of

observed unobserved Mag. unobserved Mag.

component component dev. component dev.

2©
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is a dwarf, and would amount to several magnitudes even if the

primary has the mass of a supergiant.

The absolute magnitude of the primary is not known with certainty,

but Bidelman (1950) has remarked on the fact that the spectrum

resembles that of a supergiant, and he calculated that if the difference

between the measured colour index of 0.54 and an assumed normal

colour index of 0.10 can be attributed to interstellar reddening, then

the primary would be a rather luminous supergiant (M = — 6, say).

If this is the case he would expect the mass of the primary to be of

the order of 20 O, and we would then be dealing with a very massive

pair. Bidelman noted that these are mere speculations, however, since,

for all we know, a star with such a peculiar spectrum may be very

over-luminous for its mass and it may be intrinsically reddened.

Since Bidelman (1950) wrote the foregoing discussion of the red-

dening, Hiltner (1956) has published three-colour and polarization

observations of H.D. 30353. From Hiltner's data we may compute
that the absorption in the visual is at least 0™83, and that

(B-V)o < m
18, and (U-B)„ < -0^37, and we should note that

the weakness of the hydrogen lines will be expected to make the

star bright in the ultra-violet because of the smallness of the Balmer
jump. To draw further conclusions, however, would require a precise

spectral classification—which we do not have.
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